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Abstract

Biquadratic (bi-2) splines are the simplest choice for converting a regular quad meshes into smooth tensor-product
spline surfaces. Existing methods for blending three, five or more such bi-2 spline surfaces using surface caps con-
sisting of pieces of low polynomial degree suffer from artifacts ranging from flatness to oscillations. The new con-
struction, based on reparameterization of the bi-2 spline data, yields well-distributed highlight lines for a range of
challenging test data. The construction uses n pieces of degree bi-4 (bi-3 when n ∈ {3, 5}) and applies both to primal
(Catmull-Clark-like) and dual (Doo-Sabin-like) input layouts.

(a) input (b) surface pieces

(c) capped bi-2 surface (d) highlight lines1

Figure 1: Pairwise joining and capping a collection of bi-2 spline
surfaces. (a) Input: one planar and four cylindric pieces. (b) The
input is pairwise blended by bi-2 splines and the remaining gap is
filled by a G1 cap consisting of five patches of degree bi-3. (c) output
and (d) surface interrogation.

1. Introduction

Many mechanical parts and inner surfaces require
only first order smoothness, i.e. continuity of the nor-
mal. The simplest tensor-product patch type to match
the requirements is the bi-quadratic (bi-2) spline patch.
Keeping the degree lower than bi-3 for the bulk of
the surface simplifies downstream use, say for iso-

geometric computations, and reduces the chance of in-
troducing unwanted visible ripples and oscillations1.

A classical challenge, illustrated in Fig. 1, is to
smoothly blend, by a surface ‘cap’, three, five or more
bi-2 spline patches. Numerous publications in the late
1980s and early 1990s (see the literature survey in Sec-
tion 2 below) addressed the algebraic constraints for
smoothness, but did not focus on shape. To illustrate
this claim, we analyze the canonical representatives of
the two main alternatives for such blends: subdivision
algorithms and Bézier patch constructions. The shape
of surfaces generated by the subdivision naturally asso-
ciated with bi-2 surfaces, the Doo-Sabin algorithm [2],
suffers from oscillations near and flatness at the cen-
ter of the cap (Fig. 2b). Similarly, older (1990s-style)
multi-patch Bézier caps of low degree, such as the bi-
3 construction of [3] in Fig. 2e, result in poorly-spaced
and poorly shaped highlight lines. While our surfaces
will not be curvature continuous throughout, as are re-
cent more costly constructions such as [4, 5], they are
of low polynomial degree, show remarkably good high-
light line distribution for a gallery of challenging test
data, and use fewer patches than other low-degree CAD-
compatible constructions (cf. [6, 7]).

Contribution. The focus and contribution of this pa-
per is a simple, yet subtle recipe for constructing low-
degree multi-sided surface caps that complete a bi-2

1In surface interrogation, highlight lines are a commonly-used ap-
proximation to a parallel arrangement of tube lights in a car show
room [1]
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(a) n = 8

(b) Doo-Sabin

(c) our cap

(d) n = 3 (e) Gregory-Zhou (f) our cap

Figure 2: Artifacts of low-degree caps for biquadratic splines. (a)
Convex input suitable for Doo-Sabin surfaces. (b) Oscillation (and
flatness) of Doo-Sabin subdivision surfaces near the central point;
compare with our construction (c). For input (d), [3] yields (e) a
pinched surface near the central point. Compare with our construc-
tion (f).

C1 spline complex and do not suffer from the high-
light line artifacts of existing methods. The construction
applies both to primal (Catmull-Clark-type) and dual
(Doo-Sabin-type) input layouts, i.e. to quad meshes in-
cluding nodes that have n , 4 neighbors and to faces
with n , 4 edges.

The construction is a recipe in that it expresses all
BB- (Bernstein-Bézier) coefficients of the cap directly
in terms of the input mesh. No equations have to be
solved at runtime: the final surface is a linear combina-
tion of precomputed generating functions.

The construction is subtle and different from older
constructions in that it (i) leverages carefully chosen re-
parameterizations β (a bi-variate change of variables) of
the Hermite data b (position and derivative) provided to
the cap by the bi-2 splines surrounding the cap and (ii)
enforces curvature continuity at the central point. As
illustrated in Fig. 3 and explained in more detail in Sec-
tion 4.1, reparameterizing b yields better results, visible
even without highlight lines. Compare Fig. 3e to Fig. 3f.

Overview. Section 2 reviews the literature and moti-
vates the features of the new algorithm. Section 3 for-
mally introduces the problem to be solved: smoothly
filling a multi-sided hole in a bi-2 spline complex. Sec-
tion 4 introduces the n-sided cap. By default, the cap
consists of n patches of degree bi-4, one per sector;
when n ∈ {3, 5}, well-shaped caps of degree bi-3 per
sector can be substituted (Section 4.2). (Appendix C
demonstrates that if we split each sector, into 2 × 2
pieces, degree bi-3 work also for n > 5, albeit at the cost
of slightly lower quality than the main bi-4 construction

(a) n = 6 (b) matching b (c) matching b ◦ β

(d) input (e) matching b (f) matching b ◦ β

Figure 3: Importance of reparameterizing the Hermite boundary
data. (a,d) input meshes. The surfaces in (b) and (c) have the same
structure and number of bi-3 patches; as do those in (e) and (f). (b,e)
show a classical construction (here [3]) extending the data b without
reparameterization. (b) shows a flat center region, (e) shows oscilla-
tions. (c,f) our bi-3 construction that extends b ◦ β, i.e. b reparameter-
ized by β.

of Section 4.) Section 5 demonstrates the quality of the
new G1 caps when completing bi-2 spline models.

2. Background and motivation

Developed in the late 1980s and early 1990s, the the-
ory of geometric continuity (G1 continuity [8, 9]) pro-
vides a foundation for solving the problem of complet-
ing a spline surface with tangent plane continuity where
n surface pieces meet. The theory spawned a num-
ber of innovative algorithms: cap constructions with
built-in singularities [10, 11]; normalized by averaging,
hence rational surface extensions [12]; restrictions of
higher-variable constructions [13]; splitting of the do-
main into three-sided patches [14, 15, 16] and global
manifold constructions [17, 18] employing variants of
simplex splines [19], to name just a few. Each class
of methods has to overcome the challenge that an ob-
ject of genus other than one, i.e. topologically differ-
ent from the torus, does not admit a globally regular,
shift-invariant tiling but must have one or more extraor-
dinary points (topological singularities). In fact, when
the surface pieces are twice continuously differentiable,
all constructions have to solve a vertex-enclosure prob-
lem, see e.g. [9]: at even-valence vertices, a matrix of
smoothness constraints (in terms of the mixed deriva-
tives that one would naturally associate with the solu-
tion) is not invertible.
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With the exception of Gregory’s singular construc-
tion [11], none of these innovative solutions are known
to have been adopted by industry. There are multiple
reasons for this. First, the methods listed are not com-
patible with the CAD-industry’s NURBS standard. Sec-
ond, most CAD packages follow a different paradigm
to fill multi-sided holes. Solidworks, for example, fits
the graph of a function to the data along a boundary
and trims off extraneous parts of the resulting many-
knot spline surface. The output surfaces may not be wa-
tertight and require ‘healing’ before FEM analysis can
be applied. The entertainment industry, led by Pixar,
has adopted Catmull-Clark subdivision as a modeling
tool. Subdivision surfaces are conceptually simple in
that they evoke mesh refinement. Catmull-Clark (CC)
[20] subdivision provides sufficient quality for anima-
tion but has not entered main stream CAD processing
both because it only generalizes uniform polynomial
splines and because the resulting surfaces consist of in-
finitely many pieces. Moreover, the quality of CC sub-
division surfaces near the limit point is insufficient [21]
(see also Fig. 10a). Doo-Sabin subdivision has had lit-
tle exposure since it is a ‘dual’ subdivision method, i.e.
shifts the faceted approximation under refinement. The
severe artifacts of Doo-Sabin subdivision (e.g. Fig. 2b)
do not seem to have been documented before.

There is a growing class of hole-filling constructions
that are compatible with tensor-product splines. While
constructions of least degree, bi-2 [22], can not correctly
handle higher-order saddles, but generate flat spots, the
1990s constructions of degree bi-3, e.g. [23, 3], formally
satisfy the smoothness constraints. However, as illus-
trated in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, the shape of the surfaces
generated by these approaches often disappoints. The
current paper shines some light on the causes by empha-
sising the need for boundary data reparameterization.

To improve shape, functionals of the type

Fm f :=
∫ 1

0

∫ 1

0

∑
i+ j=m,i, j≥0

m!
i! j!

(∂i
s f∂ j

t f )2,

F ∗κ f :=
∫ 1

0

∫ 1

0
(∂κs f )2 + (∂κt f )2,

acting on each coordinate of a surface independently,
have been advocated as ‘fairness functionals’ or ‘energy
minimization’ [24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29]. If the first fun-
damental form of the resulting surfaces is close to the
identity, e.g. if the parameterization in uniform, these
functionals can be viewed as penalizing deviation from
a surface of low polynomial degree and this may prevent
high oscillations. Indeed, [4] uses F ∗4 to set extraneous
degrees of freedom when capping a bi-3 spline complex

by a cap of degree bi-7 and the resulting surfaces are
generally very good. If the justification for using F ∗k
has general merit, F ∗3 should be used for capping bi-2
splines. However, our experiments, some of which are
shown in this paper, amply illustrate that functionals fail
to produce desirable highlight lines unless the parame-
terization is carefully adjusted beforehand. Here ‘desir-
able highlight lines’ means, that, for a number of hard
test cases and valences from 3 to 10, the highlight lines
are as uniformly distributed as the data permit, avoiding
sharp corners or kinks and not bunching up unnecessar-
ily (cf. Fig. 2e vs. Fig. 2f, Fig. 3b vs. Fig. 3c and Fig. 3e
vs. Fig. 3f).

Given that a prudent choice of parameterization is an
important pre-condition for successfully using function-
als Fk or F ∗k , we observed that the older low-degree
algorithms that exhibit poor highlight line distributions
all extend the C1 boundary data without reparameteri-
zation. (The algorithm in [30] does reparameterize the
boundary, but the surfaces consist of triangular patches
of such low degree that they fail to provide the quality
we seek.) At first glance a C1 extension of the bound-
ary data looks natural. But the central point of an n-
sided piecewise polynomial cap typically has a parame-
terization far from uniform; and the transition from the
tensor-product to the arrangement of the parameter lines
at the center of the surface cap seems to require more
degrees of freedom and space than these low-degree C1

extension algorithms can allocate. By contrast, our con-
struction reparameterizes the boundary data to speed up
transition and achieve a more uniform change in the pa-
rameterization. Only then do we apply functionals in
the controlled setting of determining a few free param-
eters at a time to finally condense the best choices into
simple formulas.

3. Problem Statement: Multi-sided holes in a bi-2
spline complex

(a) CC-net (primal) (b) DS-net (dual)

Figure 4: Basic input configurations: (CC-net) all faces are quads,
but nodes need not be 4-valent; (DS-net) all nodes are 4-valent, but
faces can be multi-sided.
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Fig. 4 shows two multi-sided hole configurations for
a quad-mesh that can be interpreted as control points of
a bi-2 spline surface: the CC-net, where all faces are
quads, but nodes need be not 4-valent, and the DS-net,
where all nodes are 4-valent, but faces can be multi-
sided. The green ring of bi-2 patches provides the con-
text since the transition from the spline complex into
the cap is as important as the quality of the cap itself.
The cap construction will only use the central point and
the first layer of points surrounding it. Therefore non-4-
valent points in CC-nets may be adjacent.

3
16

9
16

3
16

1
16

Figure 5: Bi-
2 stencil.

Applying the bi-2 tensor-product
spline refinement rules (see Fig. 5)
transforms a CC-net into a DS-net and
unifies the treatment of both config-
urations to that of Fig. 6b. Applied
globally, such refinement quadruples
the number of pieces. So this is not
done here: the input is not subdi-
vided. Rather, a virtual refinement step
is applied within the algorithm as illus-
trated in Fig. 6.
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(a) virtual refinement
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4

(b) tensor-border b

Figure 6: Unification of input CC-net and input tensor-border.
(a) A local, virtual refinement step unifies the input configurations of
Fig. 4. In the main text, only the DS-net points di

j, j ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}
(black disks) are used. Appendix A specifies a construction in terms
of primal input points qi

j. (b) The solid-line tensor-border b (= ring
of position and derivative data in BB-form) is the unified input to the
algorithm.

We can therefore specify the algorithm as construct-
ing a cap to match the tensor-border b of a surface ring
of degree bi-2 (green in Fig. 4b). The tensor-border rep-
resents the position and transversal derivative of its in-
ner boundary in terms of the BB-net (Bernstein-Bézier
net) as illustrated in Fig. 6b. This point of view allows
arbitrary net layouts as long as extraordinary facets,
Fig. 4b, do not share a vertex and their edges have no
extraordinary nodes. Extraordinary nodes, Fig. 4a, need
not be separated.

Gallery of CC-nets. Defining good shape is hard.
One school of thought is that oscillations (not already

present in the tensor-border data) are to be avoided.
While oscillations on the final surface can be visualized,
for example via highlight lines, a practical mathemati-
cal characterization to prevent unwanted oscillations has
remained illusive. Many examples in the present paper
illustrate that one cannot hope to get good results simply
by minimizing an energy measure over all free parame-
ters. We therefore apply the construction to a gallery of
carefully selected, structurally simple test input nets, for
valences up to 10. Fig. 7 shows some of these. We found
and illustrate in Section 5 that our parameters optimized
with respect to the gallery work well also in more gen-
eral scenarios. Parts of our test nets are intentionally
planar in order to generate easily understood, zero cur-
vature parts of the tensor-border. (If the tensor-border is
itself complex, it is difficult to predict the expected or
desirable highlight line distribution of the surface cap.)
Convex CC-nets, such as Fig. 7e are especially sensitive
to functionals and to the choice of central point position.

(a) n = 5 (b) n = 6 (c) n = 7 (d) n = 8 (e) n = 10

Figure 7: Some extended CC-nets: (a) off-center peak, (b) beams
joining, (c) higher-order saddle, (d) ‘house’ corner, (e) convex hat.

4. Construction: Multi-sided caps of n patches com-
pleting a bi-2 spline complex

By default, our n-sided cap consists of n tensor-
product patches of degree bi-4. That is, they can be rep-
resented as maps p : (u, v)→

∑4
i=0

∑4
j=0 pi jB4

i (u)B4
j (v) ∈

R3, where Bd
`
(t) :=

(
d
`

)
(1−t)d−`t` is the `th Bernstein-

Bézier (BB-) polynomial of degree d and pi j are the
BB-coefficients. (Section 4.2 additionally exhibits well-
shaped caps of degree bi-3 that can be used where
n ∈ {3, 5}.) These n patches, one per sector, share and
surround a central point. A key innovation of the con-
struction over older ones is the interplay between the re-
parameterizations ρ between pieces of the cap, β along
the cap boundary and σ to determine the curvature-
continuous center.

G1 continuity between sectors. Adjacent patches (see
Fig. 8) p̀ := pk and ṕ := pk+1, k = 0, . . . , n − 1 (super-
script modulo n) join along their shared boundary curve
p̀(u, 0) = ṕ(u, 0) with G1 continuity, i.e. C1 continuity
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(a) bi-4 layout (b) β

00

10

01 01

11 11

20
21 21

30
31 31

4041 41

p̀ ṕ

(c) G1 strip

Figure 8: Bi-4 cap construction. (a) Adjacent bi-4 patches of the cap
(green parts of the BB-net are determined by b◦β). (b) The reparame-
terization β of the tensor-border b. (c) Labels along the G1 strip, grey
in (a), of BB-coefficients p̀i j, ṕi j, i = 0..4, j = 0, 1 relevant for the G1

join between adjacent patches: black disks mark BB-coefficients still
free to choose after resolving the G1 constraints by assignment (2).

after a change of variables. Specifically, with the sub-
script v indicating the partial derivative in the direction
transversal to the sector boundary and u along the sector
boundary,

ṕv + p̀v = 2c(1 − u)p̀u, where c := cos
2π
n
. (1)

In terms of the BB-coefficients (see Fig. 8c for sub-
scripts), it is easily checked that G1 continuity follows
from setting

p̀10 :=
2(c − 1)p̀00 + p̀01 + ṕ01

2c
;

p̀20 :=
4c(p̀11 + ṕ11) + (3c − 4)(p̀01 + ṕ01 + 2(c − 1)p̀00)

6c2 ;

ṕ21 := − p̀21 + 2p̀20 + c(p̀30 − p̀20); (2)

p̀30 :=
4(p̀31 + ṕ31) − c(p̀41 + ṕ41)

2(4 − c)
;

p̀40 :=
p̀41 + ṕ41

2
.

G1 join of cap and surrounding data. A key choice
of the construction is the formula for p̀30. The BB-
coefficient p̀30 is compatible with the C1 tensor-border
data b only after change of variables: the cap joins C1

with b ◦ β for a suitable change of variables β. The Tay-
lor expansion of β with respect to v along an edge of pk

parameterized by u is (u + b(u)v, a(u)v), where

b(u) :=
3∑

i=0

biB3
i (u), a(u) :=

2∑
i=0

aiB2
i (u);

a0 := 1, a1 :=
2 − c

2
a2, ade f

2 :=
n − 2

0.55n − 0.2
,

b0 := 0, b1 := −
2
3
+

2 − c
3

a2, bde f
2 := 0, b3 := 0.

(3)

(a) input (b) without setting p22 (c) our cap

Figure 9: Improving highlight line distribution by (c) setting p22
according to (4) rather than (b) computing it by minimization.

Here and later, the superscript de f identifies values un-
restricted by smoothness (compatibility) constraints and
set by considerations discussed in detail in Appendix B.
The reparameterization β preserves the boundary of the
bi-2 spline complex and is symmetric with respect to the
diagonal u = v, see Fig. 8b.

Completing the bi-4 cap. Fig. 8a shows the structure
of the bi-4 patches. The green control subnet is defined
by b ◦ β, the gray regions satisfy the G1 constraints (2),
the circles near the center are coefficients that define a
quadratic expansion at central point. (A second impor-
tant feature of the construction is that the patches meet
G2 at the central point.) The coefficients p22 are set to
the symmetric average

p22 :=
1
2

(2
3

(p12 + p32) −
1
6

(p02 + p42)
)

(4)

+
1
2

(2
3

(p21 + p23) −
1
6

(p20 + p24)
)
.

(The pattern 2
3
(
p1 + p3) − 1

6 (p0 + p4) indicates that the
degree of the associated curve is reduced to 3.) Fig. 9
shows the beneficial effect on the shape when setting
p22 according to (4) rather than as part of globally min-
imizing a functional.

The central point is defined as the average

eop := ne
n−1∑
k=0

dk
1

n
+ (1 − ne

) n−1∑
k=0

dk
2 + dk

4

2n
, (5)

of the input point dk
j (Fig. 6b). The default weight e is

calibrated by experiment, on a large set of inputs includ-
ing Fig. 7, to be

ede f :=
1.5 + ε
n + 1.6

, ε :=

0 for n ∈ {5, 6, 7};
n/100 for n ∈ {8, 9, 10}.

This leaves undetermined n+5 BB-coefficients: the five
remaining coefficients of the quadratic expansion at the
center and the n coefficients pk

21 (see p̀21 in Fig. 8c). For
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reasons laid out in Section 4.1, these n + 5 degrees of
freedom are chosen to minimize, over all n bi-4 patches
pk, the functional F3(p) when n ∈ {5, 6, 7} and the func-
tional F4(p) when n ∈ {8, 9, 10}.

Implementation. The resulting linear system of size
(n+ 5)× (n+ 5) is the same in each coordinate and does
not depend on data other than the valence n. Therefore,
we can pre-compute its solution for fixed n. Specifi-
cally, we tabulate the four generating functions corre-
sponding to the points dk

m, m = 1, 2, 3, 4, of the DS-net
Fig. 6b. That is, we set d0

m = 1 for one of m = 1, . . . , 4
and all other dk

m = 0 and compute the coordinate-wise
(scalar-valued) bi-4 coefficients

hk,m
i j , k = 0, . . . , n − 1, m = 1, . . . , 4, i, j ∈ {0, . . . , 4}

according to the algorithm. These hk,m
i j have been tab-

ulated for easy implementation. Then the geometric
control points of the patch covering sector s are

ps
i j :=

n−1∑
k=0

4∑
m=1

hk,m
i j ds−k

m . (6)

If the input is a CC-net then we can express the solution
even more succinctly, in terms of only the vertices of the
quads surrounding the central point (see Appendix A).
This has the welcome effect of reducing the work since
there are only 2n+1 CC-net points compared to 4n DS-
net points. The formulas of Appendix A subsume the
virtual subdivision step explained in Section 3.

4.1. Construction decisions
Some careful choices of parameterization are re-

flected in the construction. To consistently obtain a
good distribution of control points and ultimately of the
highlight lines, it is critical to judiciously set parameters
of the reparameterization β across the boundary (recall
Fig. 3) and the reparameterization σ at the center. Our
choices are based on extensive testing against challeng-
ing input data and on considerations of symmetry and
uniformity.

Reparameterizing the tensor-border with β. Fig. 3
already indicated that a bi-3 construction (even though
using 2× 2 patches per sector of the cap) results in poor
shape when interpolating the tensor-border b directly
without reparameterization. As illustrated in Fig. 10b,e,
constructions of degree bi-4 [29] fare no better when
they so extend the bi-2 splines. The reparameterization
β is carefully crafted to interact with the reparameteri-
zation ρ between the sectors – to enable the solution (2),
see Fig. 10. Our specific choice of ade f

2 is motivated by

symmetry and bde f
2 (stretching the tangent data) by the

uniform distribution of control points as exemplified in
the reparameterization σ of Appendix B. The positive
effect of using β is demonstrated in Fig. 10.

(a) Catmull-Clark (b) b, C1, bi-4 (c) our cap

(d) input (e) bi-4, no β (f) our cap

Figure 10: The positive effect of tensor-border reparameterization
β. (a–c) Input for top row is Fig. 7b, a net of valence n = 6. The
images zoom in on the central point. (a) Catmull-Clark subdivision,
for comparison. (b) Bi-4 construction for even valence n = 6 using
2 × 2 patches per sector that match b without reparameterization. (c)
Our bi-4 construction with one patch per sector that matches b after
reparameterization by β. (d) Input CC-net of valence n = 7. (e) Bi-4
construction with one patch per sector [29], matching b directly. (f)
Our bi-4 construction with one patch per sector.

Increased smoothness at the central point. We ob-
served that, when enforcing no more than tangent plane
continuity at the central point, the highlight line dis-
tribution deteriorates with increasing valence n, see
Fig. 11b. Our construction achieves a more uniform dis-
tribution by enforcing curvature continuity at the cen-
tral point, see Fig. 11c. The construction carefully re-
lates (distributes), via a symmetric reparameterization
σ of degree bi-4 (detailed in Appendix B), the degrees
of freedom at the center to n patches meeting at the
center as follows. The partial derivatives ∂i

s∂
j
t (a ◦ σ),

i + j ≤ 2 are then computed for a still undetermined
quadratic map a (for this the composition involves only
σi j, i + j ≤ 2). Then the quadratic expansion in
terms of the partial derivatives is expressed in the BB-
coefficients pk

i j, i + j ≤ 2 (circles in Fig. 8a) and this
satisfies (2). The map a is determined in the next step.

Choice of Central point and Functionals.
Since the cap is only of degree bi-4, we did not expect

F5 to play a role in determining the central point. How-
ever, testing the functionals Fk and F ∗k on many inputs,
e.g. Fig. 7, proved F5 to consistently yield better high-
light line distributions than F ∗r and functionals Fκ with
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(a) input (b) G1 at center (c) G2 at center

Figure 11: The positive effect of increased smoothness at the central
point on input of CC-net (a).

lower κ (see Fig. 12a-c). The resulting central points
were then distilled into the assignment (5) with weight
ede f that adjusts the average.

(a) n = 7 (b) F2 (c) F5 our cap

(d) F2 (e) F3 our cap (f) F ∗3

(g) F3 (h) F4 our cap (i) F ∗3

Figure 12: Comparing functionals for the bi-4 construction. (a–c)
Setting the default central point: F5 is best. The central point is fixed
by (5) in (d-i). (d-f) The input is Fig. 7b. F3 excels. (g-i) The input is
Fig. 7d. F4 excels for higher valence.

Once the central point is fixed in this manner, mini-
mization in terms of the remaining n+5 BB-coefficients
showed that F3 should be used for n = 5, 6, 7 and F4 for
n = 8, 9, 10. This is illustrated in Fig. 12: for lower va-
lencies such as the 6−valent ‘beam’ (see Fig. 12d-f) F3
is better than F2 and F ∗3 , while for higher valencies, e.g.
for n > 7, F4 yields the best highlight line distribution
(see Fig. 12g-i).

31

(a) bi-3 patch layout

p̀ ṕ

00

10

01 01

11 11

20
21 21

3031 31

(b) labels

31 31

(c) β : n = 3, 5

Figure 13: Bi-3 construction using one patch per sector. Layout,
notation and tensor-border reparameterization β.

(a) n = 3 (b) F5 (c) mean curvature

(d) n = 5 (e) F5 (f) eop set + F5

(g) n = 5 (h) F3 (i) F5 our cap

(j) n = 5 (k) Gregory-Zhou (l) our cap

Figure 14: Bi-3 construction (one patch per sector) for n = 3, 5.
Row (a,b,c): Although the cap is only G1, a jump in the mean curva-
ture (c) is observed only along the tensor-border, not internally. The
highlights (b) confirm good quality. (A closeup, comparing the sur-
face to [3], was shown in Fig. 2.) Row (d,e,f): Setting the central point
(eop) by (5), before minimizing F5 improves the highlight lines. Row
(g,h,i): Also for n = 5, the functional F3 yields poorer highlight lines
(h) than our choice F5 in (i). Our bi-3 n-patch construction (l) has a
better highlight line distribution than the bi-3 2×2×n cap (k) accord-
ing to [3].
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4.2. Caps of degree bi-3 when n ∈ {3, 5}
In the practically important cases n ∈ {3, 5}, well-

shaped bi-3 caps can be constructed as follows. (We
conjecture that for n > 5 no n-patch constructions of
degree bi-3 exist that deliver consistently good highlight
line distributions.) With the layout of Fig. 13a,b and
reparameterization (1), we obtain

p̀20 :=
3(p̀21 + ṕ21) − c(p̀31 + ṕ31)

2(3 − c)
, (23)

where the tag with the superscript is to remind the reader
of the analogous equation of (2) in the bi-4 case. The
BB-coefficients p̀11, ṕ11 are the unique solution of the
n × n linear (vertex enclosure) system of equations

(3 − c)
(
3c(p̀11 + ṕ11) − (3 − 2c)

((
p̀01 + ṕ01

)
− 2(1 − c)p̀00

))
= −2c2

(
c(p̀31 + ṕ31) − 3(p̀21 + ṕ21)

)
. (7)

(When n is odd, the system is of full rank.) To achieve
consistency of the assignment of p̀20 with the tensor-
border, the reparameterization β of the input tensor-
border b is set to

a(u) :=
1 − c(1 − u)

1 − c
, b(u) :=

c(1 − u)u
1 − c

. (33)

Fig. 13c shows β for valencies n = 3, 5. For higher va-
lencies, the denominator (1 − c) results in increasingly
non-uniform parameter lines of β and poorer shape.
Since the two boundary layers are pinned down by b◦β,
only the central point of the cap and its tangents need to
be determined (the bullets in Fig. 13a).

For n = 3, the central point and its tangents are ob-
tained by minimizing F5 over all 3 patches. The result-
ing bi-3 cap turns out to be G2 at the center, although
not constructed as such. Fig. 14b,c displays a typical
result.

For n = 5, minimizing F5 to determine the center
point and its tangents yields poor highlight line distribu-
tion for convex configurations as illustrated in Fig. 14e.
Instead, as for the bi-4 construction, we set the central
point (eop) by (5), now with ede f := 0.22. Only then do
we determine the tangent plane by minimizing F5 over
the n = 5 patches. This improves the highlight lines to
those in Fig. 14f. Comparing Fig. 14h to Fig. 14i makes
the argument for choosing F5 when the degree is bi-3
and n = 5. Note that for n = 5, the cap is generically
not G2 at the center. Given the low valence, this has
no ill effect. In summary, while caps consisting of n
bi-3 patches seem unfit for higher valences, the careful
approach above results in good highlight lines for the
important practical cases n = 3, 5.

(a) rocker arm

(b) compliant grip

(c) fertility figurine

(d) fan disk

Figure 15: Quad models converted into CAD-compatible polyno-
mial splines: bi-2 splines (gold), G1 caps of degree bi-3 = red, bi-4 =
green (in b).
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(a)
n ∈{3, 4, 5, 6}

(b) (c)
rotated

(d)

(e)
DS-net

(f) (g)
design

(h)

Figure 16: Combining caps of different degree using the construc-
tions of Section 4 and Section 4.2 (one polynomial piece per sector):
(a,c) CC-net with points of valence n = 3, 4, 5, 6. (b,d) 3- and 5-
sided caps use bi-3 patches, 6-sided caps use bi-4 patches. In (b) only
the green facets are of degree bi-2. (e,g) DS-net with 4- and 5-sided
facets. (f,h) The 5-sided caps use bi-3 patches.

5. Modeling with bi-2 splines completed by G1 caps
consisting of n patches of degree bi-3 and bi-4

Fig. 15 illustrates how the caps of Section 4 and Sec-
tion 4.2 complete the conversion of quad meshes to bi-2
spline control nets with caps. The result is a collec-
tion of fully CAD-compatible tensor-product splines.
We observe good highlight line distribution also when
two caps are directly adjacent, e.g. two pentagonal caps
shown in the enlargement of Fig. 15a, and a three-sided
cap joining a five-sided cap in Fig. 15d. The examples
of Fig. 16b,d are constructed to confirm in detail that
caps of different valence work well side-by-side: the
models in Fig. 16f,h have no bi-2 patches at all.

(a) n = 7 (b) 2 × 2 bi-3 (c) bi-4 cap

Figure 17: Comparison of (b) 2 × 2 cap of degree bi-3 Appendix C
and (c) the bi-4 cap of Section 4.

Fig. 17 shows that while the 2× 2 construction of de-
gree bi-3 of Appendix C does remarkably well, our de-

fault single-bi-4-patch-per-sector construction of Sec-
tion 4 handles truly difficult blends more gracefully.

The main role of the DS-net is to unify the treatment
of control nets. However, DS-nets with multi-sided
facets, appear naturally when blending basic shapes, as
was already demonstrated in Fig. 1. In Fig. 18, a DS-
net provides one layer of patches (three of one sector
are emphasized in yellow in Fig. 18a, top) to transition
from the exact rational cylinder to a polynomial tensor-
border. A bi-4 cap constructed as in Section 4 (blue in
Fig. 18a, top) then smoothly completes the joining of
the cylinders.

Figure 18: Joining cylinders using caps of degree bi-4 and n = 8.

(a) Fig. 7a, bi-3 (b) Fig. 7b, bi-4 (c) Fig. 7c, bi-4

Figure 19: Mean curvature of test surfaces from Fig. 7.

We conclude the gallery of examples with Fig. 19.
The mean curvature images of Fig. 19 demonstrate that
the changes in curvature between the bi-2 complex and
the cap are typically no more pronounced than within
the C1 bi-2 complex itself. The interior of the cap is in
fact often smoother, making the cap a natural piece of
the bi-2 complex.

6. Conclusion

Bi-quadratic splines with bi-4 caps (bi-3 for n =
3, 5) often suffice to represent and smoothly blend in-
ner surfaces or mechanical parts and can deliver well-
distributed highlight lines. Similar constructions, of
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higher degree, can fill-in holes in C2 bi-3 spline com-
plexes. But while splines of degree bi-3 can model
inflections along boundary curves, both hand-crafted
and algorithmically-generated quad-meshes model in-
flections as transitions between (bi-linear) pieces so that
the extra flexibility of bi-3 patches is often not needed
– while overall lower degree and complexity is appreci-
ated for downstream manipulation and analysis.

This paper provides correspondingly simple yet sub-
tle recipes to complete a collection of bi-2 patches into
a smooth surface. The algorithms are based on several
carefully chosen reparameterizations of the input data.
They improve in particular on the standard C1 extension
that leads to a rapid change in parameterization near the
center of the cap.

Early on, experiments yielding poor highlight line
distributions dissuaded us from using functionals Fk or
F ∗k on all free parameters. Only once had good repa-
rameterizations and had increased the smoothness at
the central point did we successfully apply functionals.
We chose degrees of freedom by comparing their im-
pact on a large number of challenging test cases and
this improvement carried over to a broader set of sur-
faces from quad meshes: The result are surface caps
in a CAD-compatible representation of low polynomial
degree that naturally complete a C1 bi-2 spline complex.
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Appendix A: The generating functions for a CC-net
cap

To express the solution in terms of CC-net points as
labeled in Fig. 6a, we re-use the pre-computed table of
hk,m

i j for the DS-net Fig. 6b, but combine the entries as
follows:

ps
i j :=

n−1∑
k=0

2∑
m=1

h̄k,m
i j qs−k

m + h̄E
i jE, (6′)

h̄k,1
i j :=

9
16

(
hk,4

i j + hk−1,2
i j

)
+

3
16

(
hk,1

i j + hk−1,1
i j + hk,3

i j + hk−1,3
i j

)
+

1
16

(
hk,2

i j + hk−1,4
i j

)
;

h̄k,2
i j :=

9
16

hk,3
i j +

3
16

(
hk,2

i j + hk,4
i j

)
+

1
16

hk,1
i j ;

h̄E
i j :=

9
16

n−1∑
k=0

hk,1
i j +

3
16

n−1∑
k=0

(hk,2
i j + hk,4

i j ) +
1

16

n−1∑
k=0

hk,3
i j .

Appendix B: Central parameterization σ

We construct σ : [0..1]2×n → R2 of degree bi-4,
along the same principles as the cap of Section 4. In-
spired by the good iso-line distribution of the confor-
mal map z4/n, z ∈ C, we use as input a 1-layer CC-net,
shown as the red quads in Fig. 6a. The CC-net consists
of n copies, rotated by multiples of α := 2π/n, of the
quad with vertices

E :=
[

0
0

]
, q0

1 := τ
[

1
0

]
, q1

1 := τ
[ cosα

sinα
]
, α :=

2π
n
,

q1
2 :=

n
2n − 4

q0
1 + q1

1

2
≈ (1 + i)4/n.

The scaling parameter τ is chosen to normalize σ so that
σ40 = 1 (see Fig. 20 for the subscripts).

00 10 20

11

44

30 40

(a) n = 5
40

(b) n = 6
40

(c) n = 8

Figure 20: The parameterization σ.

Two parameters of the border reparameterization β
are free to choose in (3): any choice of a2 and b2 yields

31

(a) 2 × 2 partition

p̀ ṕ
p̀ ṕ

00
10

01 01
11 11

20

2021 21

30

3031 31

(b) our G1

31

(c) classical C1 extension
31

(d)

Figure 21: The 2 × 2 bi-3 construction. (a,b) our construction. The
bottom-most layer of BB-coefficients satisfy G1 constraints (1). (c,d)
C1 constraints used e.g. in [3]. The C1 constraints lead to poorer
highlight line distributions despite an equal number and distribution
of degrees of freedom.

a cap matching the tensor-border. Numerous experi-
ments, as well as consistency with the case n = 4 when
β is the identity, recommend the choice bde f

2 := 0 and
setting ade f

2 to enforce the internal scaling σ30 ≈
3
4σ40

(see Fig. 20a).
Symmetry between sectors, flip-symmetry of each

sector about its diagonal and smoothness then imply

σ00 := (0, 0), σ10 := (d1, 0), σ11 :=
(
d2 cos

α

2
, d2 sin

α

2
)

σ20 :=
((

1 −
4

3 cosα
)
d1 +

4 cos α
2

3 cosα
d2, 0

)
.

A third scalar parameter, d3, is available when setting
σ21 according to symmetry and (2). Symmetry defines
the remaining BB-coefficients ofσ in terms of d1, d2, d3.
The parameters d1, d2, d3 are set to minimize Fκ(σ) ap-
plied and summed for the two coordinates x and y of
one sector. The choices κ = 2, 3, 4, 5, as well as mini-
mizing F ∗3 all yield very similar results suggesting the
formulas:

dde f
1 :=

0.24n − 0.75
n − 3.16

, dde f
2 :=

0.44n − 0.75

n − 4 + 2.02
√

2
.

Fig. 20 shows the resulting map for n = 5, 6, 8.

Appendix C: Bi-3 2 × 2 split macro-patch caps

For completeness, we provide a third cap construc-
tion. Where it is important to keep the polynomial de-
gree to bi-3 also when n > 5, G1 caps can be constructed
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from 2× 2 split C1 macro-patches as shown in Fig. 21a.
Our construction, see Fig. 21a,b, uses a G1 transition to
the tensor-border b, while constructions such as [3], see
Fig. 21c,d, connect C1 to the tensor-border data. The
latter results in poorer highlight line distributions, the
more so the higher the valence n. G1 continuity across
the n sector boundaries is assured between adjacent sec-
tor sub-patches p̀ and ṕ including the center point by
enforcing (1) and between sub-patches p̀ and ṕ attached
to b by (1):

ṕv + p̀v = (2c(1 − u) + γu)p̀u, c := cos
2π
n
, (1)

ṕ
v
+ p̀

v
= γ(1 − u)p̀u, γde f :=

n − 2.3
2n − 7.72

. (1)

BB-coefficients unconstrained after enforcing the G1

constraints are marked as the black disks in Fig. 21b.
The coefficient

p̀
20

:=
6(p̀

21
+ ṕ

21
) − γc(p̀

31
+ ṕ

31
)

2(6 − γc)
(2)

is made consistent with the input tensor-border b by a
reparameterization β with

a(u) :=
1 − γc(1 − u)

1 − γc
, b(u) :=

γc(1 − u)u
1 − γc

. (32×2)

This reparameterization generalizes (33) where γ := 1.
The choice of γde f prevents the high distortion of the
reparameterization (cf. Fig. 22a vs. Fig. 22b) that lim-
ited the applicability of the single-patch bi-3 construc-
tion of Section 4.2. The 2× 2 split of the patch removes
the need for solving (7), the vertex enclosure problem
for even valences. More precisely, we can assign

p̀20 :=
6 + (γ − 10)c + 4c2

4c2 p̀00 +
3
4c

(p̀11 + ṕ11)

−
6 + (γ − 4)c

8c2 (p̀01 + ṕ01). (2)

An analogous assignment is impossible in the case of
a non-split bi-3 cap since there p̀20 is defined by the
tensor-border b via (23).

The layout of the BB-coefficients in Fig. 21 is re-
markably undistorted also for higher n. The outer, green
points (BB-coefficients) match the reparameterized split
tensor-border data b◦β, the gray underlaid strips the G1

conditions between sectors, and the circled points are
set by the σ-parametrized quadratic at the central point.
As in Section 4, we obtain the symmetric 2 × 2 bi-3
map σ (see Fig. 22c) by minimizing a functional (here
F3 turned out to be best) over all four subpatches of a
sector.

(a) β of Sec-
tion 4.2, n = 6

(b) β: 2× 2 split (c) 2 × 2 split σ

Figure 22: Tensor-border reparameterization β of the 2 × 2 bi-3
macro patch construction: (a) before and (b) after split. (c) Bi-3 pa-
rameterization σ.

(a) n = 6 (b) F3 (c) eop set + F3

Figure 23: Explicitly setting the central point (eop) is beneficial also
for the 2 × 2 bi-3 macro patch construction.

As in Section 4, determining the unknowns of the cap
directly by minimizing F3 over all 4n sub-patches of the
cap yields pinched highlight lines for convex input data
(see Fig. 23b). However, if we first fix the central point
by (5), now with ede f := 0.02n+1.5

n+1.75 , and then minimize F3
to set the remaining coefficients, the result is good, as
illustrated in Fig. 23c.
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